2010 ford mustang owners manual

Quick Links Download this manual. Instrument Cluster. Warning lights and chimes. Message
center. Entertainment Systems. Auxiliary input jack Line in. USB port. Satellite radio
information. Navigation system. Climate Controls. Manual heating and air conditioning.
Navigation system based climate control. Rear window defroster. Turn signal control. Bulb
replacement. Driver Controls. Steering wheel adjustment. Power windows. Speed control. Locks
and Security. Anti-theft system. Owners Guide, 1st Printing. USA fus. Ford motor company
automobile accessories user manual 6 pages. Ford transit connect automobile owner's manual
pages. Ford may change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Please
take the time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you
know and understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive
from driving it. Page 5 In addition, certain fluids contained in vehicles and certain products of
component wear contain or emit chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and
birth defects or other reproductive harm. To access this information, special equipment must be
directly connected to the recording modules. Ford Motor Company and Ford of Canada do not
access event data recorder information without obtaining consent, Ford strongly recommends
that drivers use extreme caution when using any device that may take their focus off the road. If
any light remains on after starting the vehicle, refer to the respective system warning light for
additional information. This indicates a problem with the electrical system or a related
component. Refer to the Driving chapter for more information. If the pointer moves and stays
outside the normal operating range, contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. The
sequence of the system check report and how it appears in the message center is as follows: 1.
Note: Headlamps or parklamps must be on to set up colors. Check with your authorized dealer
for availability. Press SEEK to cycle through the saved songs. Page 42 6. You should hear audio
from your portable music player although it may be low. Due to technical incompatibility, certain
recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD
players. Do not use any irregular shaped CDs or discs with a scratch protection film attached.
Page Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such programming changes. Page
49 The system is working properly. The system is working properly. Use with recirculated air to
improve cooling performance and efficiency. Direct the outer instrument panel vents towards
the side windows. To increase airflow to the outer instrument panel vents, close the vents
located in the middle of the instrument panel. Press this button again to return to the previous
air flow selection. To return to full automatic control, press AUTO. For additional cabin air filter
information, or to replace the filter, see an authorized dealer. Start with the ignition in the off
position and the headlamp control in the autolamp position. Turn the headlamp control to off.
Turn the ignition switch to on and then back to off. High beams Push the lever toward the
instrument panel to activate. Pull the lever towards you to deactivate. If the top edge of the high
intensity light zone is not at the horizontal reference line, the headlamp will need to be adjusted.
Replacing interior bulbs Check the operation of all bulbs frequently. Replacing exterior bulbs
Check the operation of all bulbs frequently. These lamps operate at a high voltage. When the
bulb is burned out, the bulb and starter capsule assembly must be replaced by your authorized
dealer. Rotate the socket counterclockwise and remove from the lamp assembly. Carefully pull
the bulb straight out of socket. Install the new bulb in reverse order. Make sure the headlamp
switch is in the off position, then open the trunk. Carefully remove the fasteners around the
lamp area and then remove the interior trunk trim. Rotate the bulb socket counterclockwise and
remove it from the lamp assembly. Pull the bulb straight out from the socket. Disconnect the
electrical connector from the bulb by pulling it straight off. Rotate the bulb counterclockwise
and remove from the lamp assembly. Remove the two screws and the lens from the license
plate lamp assembly. Carefully pull the bulb straight out from the lamp assembly. Install new
bulb s in reverse order. A correct zone setting will eliminate this error. Refer to Compass
calibration adjustment. Start the vehicle. The window will close fully. Re-calibrating with doors
open will cause the window to continuously bounce back. Return to the center position to lock
mirrors in place. Take your foot off the accelerator pedal. The indicator light on the instrument
cluster will turn on. Refer to the SYNC supplement for more information on using phone
features. Install the boot on the left side tucking in the front part of the boot in the quarter panel
and hooking the retaining clip on the side. Position the boot right-side up and fold each side of
the boot inward. Turn the boot upside down and fold the left side of the boot inward. Press the
button to unlatch the trunk. To remove the floor mat, reverse the installation procedure. It is
recommended that you keep the tag in a safe place for future reference. Press the unlock
control, then press the lock control. The horn will chirp once if autolock was deactivated or
twice one short and one long chirp if autolock was activated. Press the power door unlock
control on the door panel three times. Turn the ignition back to the on position. The horn will
chirp one time to confirm programming mode has been entered and is active. Children should

be taught not to play in vehicles. Insert the new battery. Refer to the instructions inside the IKT
for the correct orientation of the battery. Press the battery down to ensure that the battery is
fully seated in the battery housing cavity. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting
problems and a loss of security protection. Turn the ignition to the 1 off position and remove
the first coded key from the ignition. Whenever possible it should be installed and properly
adjusted when the seat is occupied. Lift handle to move seat forward or backward. Pull lever up
to adjust the angle of the seatback. Move the switch in the direction of the arrows to raise or
lower the front portion of the seat cushion. Allow the seat to dry thoroughly. The heated seat
control is located in the lower center of the instrument panel. This information allows your
Personal Safety System to tailor the airbag deployment and safety belt pretensioner activation
depending upon safety belt usage. Check seat covers and buckles before you place a child
anywhere near them. Make sure the tongue is securely fastened in the buckle. How to
disengage the automatic locking mode WARNING: Ford Motor Company recommends that all
safety belt assemblies and attaching hardware should be inspected by an authorized dealer
after any collision. Safety belt assemblies not in use during a collision should also be inspected
and replaced if either damage or improper operation is noted. Page Safety belt warning light and
indicator chime The safety belt warning light illuminates in the instrument cluster and a chime
sounds to remind the occupants to fasten their safety belts. Do not modify the front end of the
vehicle. Failure to follow these instructions may interfere with the front passenger seat sensing
system. Page Side airbags, in combination with safety belts, can help reduce the risk of severe
injuries in the event of a significant side impact collision. Refer to Airbag readiness section in
the Instrument Cluster chapter. Routine maintenance of the airbag is not required. Failure to
follow these instructions and guidelines may result in an increased risk of serious injury or
death to your child. Page Children 12 and under should be properly restrained in a rear seating
position whenever possible. If all children cannot be seated and restrained properly in a rear
seating position, properly restrain the largest child in the front seat. Position the child safety
seat in a seat with a combination lap and shoulder belt. Attach the tether strap if the child seat
is equipped. Refer to Attaching child safety seats with tether straps later in this chapter. See
Attaching child safety seats with tether straps and Recommendations for attaching safety
restraints for children in this chapter for more information. In a crash, one anchor may not be
strong enough to hold two child safety seat attachments and may break, causing serious injury
or death. Locate the correct anchor for the selected seating position. Note: The attachments for
the convertible boot located on the back of the head restraints are not tether anchors. If your
child restraint system is equipped with a tether strap, and the child restraint manufacturer
recommends its use, Ford also recommends its use. Ford Motor Company recommends that all
safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a collision be replaced. Department of
Transportation-Tire quality grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor
Company to give you the following information about tire grades exactly as the government has
written it. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire pressure gauge, as automatic service
station gauges may be inaccurate. Ford recommends the use of a digital or dial-type tire
pressure gauge rather than a stick-type tire pressure gauge. Page Always inflate your tires to
the Ford recommended inflation pressure even if it is less than the maximum inflation pressure
information found on the tire. Page For your safety, tires that are damaged or show signs of
excessive wear should not be used because they are more likely to blow out or fail. Page The
tire pressure sensors mounted in the wheels originally installed on your vehicle are not
designed to be used in aftermarket wheels. Page Rotating your tires at the recommended
interval as indicated in the scheduled maintenance information that comes with your vehicle will
help your tires wear more evenly, providing better tire performance and longer tire life. These
ratings are listed in the following chart. The tire suppliers may have additional markings, notes
or warnings such as standard load, radial tubeless, etc. Maximum Load Single lb. Refer to the
payload description and graphic in the Vehicle loading â€” with and without a trailer section. If
any tire is under-inflated, carefully drive the vehicle to the nearest location where air can be
added to the tires. Inflate all the tires to the recommended inflation pressure. Use of any tire or
wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the safety and performance of your vehicle, which
could result in an increased risk of loss of vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and
death. Page Once you have reached the maximum payload of your vehicle, do not add more
cargo, even if there is space available. Overloading or improperly loading your vehicle can
contribute to loss of vehicle control and vehicle rollover. Measuring the inside of the vehicle
with the rear seat folded down, you have room for lb. Contact your authorized dealer or a
reliable trailer dealer as soon as possible if you require assistance. Contact your authorized
dealer as soon as possible for proper instructions and equipment for hooking up trailer lamps.
Otherwise, no recreational towing is permitted. In case of a roadside emergency with a disabled

vehicle, see Wrecker towing in the Roadside Emergencies chapter. The emission system heats
up the engine compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Make sure the
headlamps and vehicle accessories are off. Turn the key to 3 on without turning the key to 4
start. Some warning lights will briefly illuminate. See Warning lights and chimes in the
Instrument Cluster chapter for more information regarding the warning lights. To release, press
and hold the button 2 , pull the handle up slightly, then push the handle down. Full features of
the AdvanceTrac system can be restored by pressing the AdvanceTrac Off control switch again
or by turning off and restarting the engine. Contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible
to have the system serviced immediately. Turn the ignition off. Use 1 First gear and set the
parking brake fully. Refer to the Navigation Supplement for more information. If the image is still
not clear after cleaning, have your system inspected by your authorized dealer. Wet brakes do
not stop the vehicle as quickly as dry brakes. This program is separate from the New Vehicle
Limited Warranty. Page Hazard Flasher Control Assistance, call Canadian customers who
require roadside assistance, call If you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford
Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable amount for towing to the nearest dealership within
35 miles. To obtain reimbursement information, U. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating
can cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. To remove a fuse, use the fuse puller tool
provided to the left of the fuses and relays. If the battery has been disconnected and
reconnected, refer to the Battery section of the Maintenance and Specifications chapter. If the
dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired. Note:
Passengers should not remain in the vehicle when the vehicle is being jacked. Remove the
center ornament if equipped from the wheel. Loosen each wheel lug nut one-half turn
counterclockwise but do not remove them until the wheel is raised off the ground. This is
normal only when using the temporary spare tire. Lower the wheel by turning the jack handle
counterclockwise. Note: The temporary mobility kit sealant compound in the canister is to be
used for one tire only. See your Ford authorized dealer for additional replacement sealant
canisters. Sealant filling clear tube 7. Sealant tube â€” tire valve connector 8. Yellow cap tool 9.
Air compressor hose Air hose â€” tire valve connector Accessory power plug Drive only to the
closest Ford Motor Company authorized dealer or tire repair shop to have your tire inspected.
Page Always store the kit in its original location. Do not use the transparent hose which is
designed for sealant application only. Page 6. Start the engine only if the vehicle is outdoors or
in a well-ventilated area. Turn dial 1 counterclockwise to the sealant position. Turn on the kit by
pressing control button 2. After 4 miles 6 km , stop and check the tire pressure. See Second
stage: Checking tire pressure. Sealing compound and spare parts can be obtained and replaced
at an authorized Ford Motor Company dealership or tire dealer. Empty sealant bottles may be
disposed of at home; Page miles km. The sealed tire should be inspected immediately. You can
check the tire pressure any time within the miles km by performing the procedure from Second
stage: Checking tire pressure listed previously. Align the sealant canister with the temporary
mobility kit housing. Wrap the clear tube around the compressor housing. Note: If you
experience any difficulties with the removal or installation of the sealant canister, consult your
Ford Motor Company authorized dealer for assistance. Use only Ford recommended
replacement fasteners. WARNING: When a wheel is installed, always remove any corrosion, dirt
or foreign materials present on the mounting surfaces of the wheel or the surface of the wheel
hub, brake drum or brake disc that contacts the wheel. Page Jump Starting Ensure that vent
caps are tight and level. Turn the heater fan on in both vehicles to protect from any electrical
surges. Turn all other accessories off. Ensure that the cables are clear of fan blades, belts,
moving parts of both engines, or any fuel delivery system parts. Remove the jumper cable from
the ground metal surface. Note: In the illustrations, lightning bolts are used to designate the
assisting boosting battery. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not approved a
slingbelt towing procedure. If your vehicle is to be towed from the front using wheel lift
equipment, it is recommended that the rear wheels drive wheels be placed on a dolly to prevent
damage to the transmission. Page Driving chapter for specific instructions if you cannot move
the gear shift lever into N Neutral. Repairs will be made using Ford or Motorcraft parts, or
remanufactured or other parts that are authorized by Ford. Ford is also allowed a final repair
attempt in some states. Page If you are in another foreign country, contact the nearest
authorized dealer. If the authorized dealer employees cannot help you, they can direct you to
the nearest Ford affiliate office. If you buy your vehicle in North America and then relocate
outside of the U. Page Reporting Safety Defects U. Keep body and door drain holes free from
packed dirt. These quality products have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive
needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. Set
the parking brake, depress the clutch and place the gearshift in 1 First. Turn off the engine and
remove the key. Block the wheels. Go to the front of the vehicle and release the auxiliary latch

that is located under the front center of the hood. Lift the hood and secure it with the prop rod.
Engine oil dipstick 4. Brake fluid reservoir 5. Air filter assembly 6. Power steering fluid reservoir
7. Engine coolant reservoir 8. Windshield washer fluid reservoir 9. Washer fluid placed in the
cooling system may harm engine and cooling system components. Set the parking brake and
ensure the gearshift is securely latched in P Park automatic transmissions or 1 First manual
transmissions. Open the hood. Protect yourself from engine heat. Wipe the dipstick clean. Insert
the dipstick fully, then remove it again. Some oil must be removed from the engine by an
authorized dealer. Put the dipstick back in and ensure it is fully seated. Refer to Maintenance
product specifications and capacities later in this section for more information. Page Change
your engine oil according to the appropriate schedule listed in the scheduled maintenance
information. Ford production and Motorcraft replacement oil filters are designed for added
engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet Ford
material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced. Page
Battery Change your engine oil according to the appropriate schedule listed in the scheduled
maintenance information. Page When the battery is disconnected or a new battery installed, the
transmission must relearn its adaptive strategy. Steam and scalding liquids released from a hot
cooling system can burn you badly. Also, you can be burned if you spill coolant on hot engine
parts. Mixing Motorcraft Specialty Orange Engine Page Recycled engine coolant Ford Motor
Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant since a Ford-approved
recycling process is not yet available. Arrange for the vehicle to be taken to an authorized
dealer. If this is not possible, wait a short period for the engine to cool. Check the coolant level
and replenish if low. WARNING: The flow of fuel through a fuel pump nozzle can produce static
electricity, which can cause a fire if fuel is pumped into an ungrounded fuel container. After you
are done pumping fuel, wait about five seconds before slowly removing the fuel filler nozzle.
This allows residual fuel to drain back into the fuel tank and not spill onto the vehicle. Your
vehicle was not designed to use fuel or fuel additives with metallic compounds, including
manganese-based additives. Ask your fuel supplier about gasolines that meet the World-Wide
Fuel Charter. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel because this situation may have an
adverse effect on powertrain components. Page The amount of usable fuel in the empty reserve
varies and should not be relied upon to increase driving range. Page 2. Poor fuel quality or
water in the fuelâ€”the engine may misfire or run poorly. The fuel fill inlet may not have been
properly closed. Be sure to put the cap back on the reservoir. Refer to Maintenance product
specifications and capacities in this chapter for the proper fluid type. The use of these materials
may affect transmission operation and result in damage to internal transmission components.
Add enough fluid through the filler opening to bring the fluid up to the recommended levels.
Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid that meets Ford specifications. Refer to
the Maintenance product specifications and capacities section in this chapter. Page Note:
Failure to use the correct air filter element may result in severe engine damage. The customer
warranty may be void for any damage to the engine if the correct air filter element is not used.
The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the engine if such spark plugs are not
used. The following table tells you which transmission each code represents. These quality
accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom
designed to complement the style and aerodynamic appearance of your vehicle. With Ford ESP,
you minimize your risk for unexpected repair bills and rising repair costs. This manual is also
suitable for: mustang. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have
an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Enter your mobile
number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then
you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device
required. To get the free app, enter your mobile phone number. Read more Read less. Previous
page. Publication date. January 1, See all details. Next page. Kindle Cloud Reader Read
instantly in your browser. Register a free business account. Tell the Publisher! I'd like to read
this book on Kindle Don't have a Kindle? Fearless and inspiring. Discover Black voices on
Audible. Learn more. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Thank you! Verified Purchase. As shown. Several booklets were net in the pkg, for
instance, the SYNC booklet However, I had to buy myself because FMC did not even have any.
See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from

Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Quick Links.
Instrument Cluster. Warning lights and chimes. Message center. Entertainment Systems.
Auxiliary input jack Line in. USB port. Satellite radio information. Navigation system. Climate
Controls. Manual heating and air conditioning. Navigation system based climate control. Rear
window defroster. Turn signal control. Bulb replacement. Driver Controls. Steering wheel
adjustment. Power windows. Speed control. Locks and Security. Anti-theft system. Owners
Guide, 2nd Printing. USA fus. Instrumentation, message center and warning chimes 40 pages.
Automobile Ford mustang Quick Reference Manual 12 pages. Page 3 Ford Motor Company.
Ford may change the contents without notice and without incurring obligation. Please take the
time to get well acquainted with your vehicle by reading this handbook. The more you know and
understand about your vehicle, the greater the safety and pleasure you will derive from driving
it. Page 5 Introduction Warning symbols on your vehicle When you see this symbol, it is
imperative that you consult the relevant section of this guide before touching or attempting
adjustment of any kind. Protecting the environment We must all play our part in protecting the
environment. Try not to drive continuously at the same speed for the first 1, miles 1, km of new
vehicle operation. Vary your speed frequently in order to give the moving parts a chance to
break in. Page 7 In order to properly diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor Company,
Ford of Canada, and service and repair facilities may Ford strongly recommends that drivers
use extreme caution when using any device that may take their focus off the road. Page 10
Introduction These are some of the symbols you may see on your vehicle. Normally, the service
engine soon light will stay on until the engine is cranked, then turn itself off if no malfunctions
are present. Page 14 Instrument Cluster time, contact your authorized dealer as soon as
possible. Illumination after releasing the parking brake indicates low brake fluid level. Contact
your authorized dealer as soon as possible. A significant decrease in braking performance may
occur. Page 15 Instrument Cluster Engine oil pressure if equipped : Illuminates when the oil
pressure falls below the normal range, refer to Engine oil in the Maintenance and Specifications
chapter. Engine coolant temperature: Illuminates when the engine coolant temperature is high.
Stop the vehicle as soon as possible, switch off the engine and let cool. If the light does not
illuminate, contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Low fuel if equipped :
Illuminates when the fuel level in the fuel tank is at or near empty. Page 18 Instrument Cluster
Speedometer: Indicates the current vehicle speed. If it enters the red section, the engine is
overheating. Page 19 Instrument Cluster Trip odometer: Registers the distance of individual
journeys. Press and hold the reset button to reset the trip odometer to zero. If the needle falls
below the normal range, stop the vehicle, turn off the engine and check the engine oil level.
Page 21 Instrument Cluster Autolamp delay if equipped This feature keeps your headlights on
for up to three minutes after the ignition is switched off. Press and hold the RESET stem for two
seconds to select the new Autolamp delay values of 0, 10, 20, 30, 60, 90, or seconds. Page 23
Instrument Cluster The sequence of the system check report and how it appears in the message
center is as follows: 1. TRUNK 7. Page 24 Instrument Cluster Halo light Turns the halo lighting
around the gauges on or off. Ambient light Turns the ambient lighting on or off. Page 25
Instrument Cluster Note: Headlamps or parklamps must be on to set up colors. To choose
colors for the gauges, halo color or ambient lighting do the following: 1. Autolamp This feature
keeps your headlights on for up to three minutes after the ignition is switched off. Page 27
Instrument Cluster Language 1. Waiting four seconds or pressing the RESET control cycles the
message center through each of the language choices. Selectable languages are English,
Spanish, or French. If you reset this warning message, it will return at approximately 25 miles 40
km , 10 miles 16 km and 0 miles 0 km miles to empty. DTE is calculated using a running average
fuel economy, which is based on your recent driving history of miles km. This will display your
fuel economy as a bar graph ranging from poor economy to excellent economy. Your vehicle
must be moving to calculate instantaneous fuel economy. When your vehicle is not moving, this
function shows , one or no bars illuminated. If the warning stays on or continues to come on,
contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible. Use the memory preset numbers 0â€”9 to
enter in the desired timeâ€”hours and minutes. The clock will then begin from that time. Check
with your authorized dealer for availability. When the song title appears in the display that you
would like to replace, press OK. Page 40 Entertainment Systems b. Page 42 Entertainment
Systems Your vehicle is equipped with an auxiliary input jack AIJ located in the center console.
The auxiliary input jack provides a way to connect your portable music player to the in-vehicle

audio system. This allows the audio from a portable music player to be played through the
vehicle speakers with high fidelity. This feature allows you to plug in media playing devices,
memory sticks, and also to charge devices if LINE IN they support this feature. Page 45 CD units
are designed to play commercially pressed 4. Due to technical incompatibility, certain
recordable and re-recordable compact discs may not function correctly when used in Ford CD
players. Do not use any irregular shaped CDs or discs with a scratch protection film attached.
Page 46 Entertainment Systems CDs with homemade paper adhesive labels should not be
inserted into the CD player as the label may peel and cause the CD to become jammed. It is
recommended that homemade CDs be identified with permanent felt tip marker rather than
adhesive labels. While various. Page 48 Note: SIRIUS reserves the unrestricted right to change,
rearrange, add or delete programming including canceling, moving or adding particular
channels, and its prices, at any time, with or without notice to you. Ford Motor Company shall
not be responsible for any such programming changes. While in satellite radio mode, you can
view this number on the radio display by pressing AUX and the preset 1 control simultaneously.
The system is working properly. Defrost: Distributes outside air through the windshield
defroster vents and de-mister vents. Can be used to clear the windshield of fog and thin ice.
Recirculated air may reduce the amount of time needed to cool down the interior of the vehicle
and may also help reduce undesired odors from reaching the interior of the vehicle. Page 55
Climate Controls Passenger heated seat if equipped : Press to control the passenger heated
seat. Refer to Heated seats in the Seating and Safety Restraints chapter for more information.
The LED will illuminate. The rear window defroster turns off automatically after 15 minutes, or
when the ignition is turned off. To manually turn off the defroster before 15 minutes have
passed, press the control again. Turns on the parking lamps, instrument panel lamps, license
plate lamps and tail lamps. Page 60 Lights The autolamp system also keeps the lights on for a
predetermined amount of time after the ignition switch is turned to off. You can change the
amount of time the lamps stay on by using the programming procedure that follows: Note: If the
vehicle is equipped with autolamps, it will have the headlamps on with windshield wipers
feature. Page 61 Lights High beams Push the lever toward the instrument panel to activate. Pull
the lever toward you to deactivate. Flash to pass Pull toward you, to the first detent, to activate
and release to deactivate. Note: Vehicles equipped with HID headlamps will hear an audible
click when activating this feature. Move the control to the full upright position, past detent, to
turn on the interior lamps. Page 63 Lights 3. Turn on the low beam headlamps to illuminate the
wall or screen and open the hood. To see a clearer light pattern for adjusting, block the light
from one headlamp while adjusting the other. For vehicles with halogen headlamps: On the wall
or screen you will observe a flat zone of high intensity light located at the top of the right Page
Turn Signal Control Lights 5. Then use a 7mm Allen wrench or a Phillips screwdriver to adjust
the headlamp up or down. Close the hood and turn off the lamps. Page 65 Lights lens. The thin
mist eventually clears and exits through the vents during normal operation. Clearing time may
take as long as 48 hours under dry weather conditions. Page 66 Lights Replacing interior bulbs
Check the operation of all bulbs frequently. Replacing exterior bulbs Check the operation of all
bulbs frequently. Replacing headlamp bulbs To remove the headlamp bulb: 1. Make sure
headlamp switch is in the off position, then open the hood. Make sure the headlamp control is in
the off position and open the hood. Halogen headlamp HID headlamp 2. Page 68 Lights
Replacing front sidemarker bulb 1. Make sure the headlamp control is in the off position.
Remove the hex head screws attaching the underbody forward aeroshield and remove to gain
access to the front sidemarker assembly. Rotate the socket counterclockwise and remove from
the lamp assembly. Page 69 Lights 3. Unbolt the three tail lamp attachment nuts and remove the
lamp assembly. Rotate the LED assembly counterclockwise and remove it from the lamp
assembly. Page 70 Lights Replacing rear sidemarker lamp bulbs 1. Make sure the headlamp
switch is in the off position and locate the sidemarker on the rear bumper fascia. Insert a
flathead screwdriver between the rear of the sidemarker lens and the bumper fascia. Page 71
Lights Replacing fog lamp bulbs V6 if equipped 1. Remove the hex head screws attaching the
underbody forward aeroshield and remove to gain access to the foglamp assembly. Push the
lever down to unlock the steering column. While the lever is in the down position, tilt the
steering column to its desired orientation. While holding the steering column, pull the lever up
to its original position to lock the steering column. Page 74 Driver Controls Compass zone
adjustment 1. Determine which magnetic zone you are in for your geographic location by
referring to the zone map. Turn ignition to the on position. Page 75 Driver Controls 2. To
calibrate, press and hold the 7 and 9 radio preset buttons together for approximately 10
seconds until CAL appears. Release the buttons. Do not insert any other object in the power
outlet as this will damage the outlet and blow the fuse. Do not hang any type of accessory or
accessory bracket from the plug. Page 77 Driver Controls Press and pull the switches to open

and close windows. Page 78 Driver Controls Bounce-back override front windows only To
override bounce-back, within two seconds after reaching bounce-back position, if the switch is
moved from the neutral to the express-up position the window will travel up with no
bounce-back protection. If the switch is released before the window reaches fully closed
position, the window will stop. Page 79 Driver Controls In the event that the rear quarter window
switch does not operate when the convertible top is completely up or down, the rear quarter
windows can be manually raised up. The following procedure must be performed within two
minutes: 1. Page Mirrors Driver Controls Note: If equipped with a rearview camera system, a
video image will be displayed in the mirror or the navigation system display if equipped when
the vehicle is put in reverse. Refer to Rearview camera system in the Driving chapter. Page 81
Driver Controls 2. Accelerate to the desired speed. Base controls Optional controls 3. Take your
foot off the accelerator pedal. The indicator light on the instrument cluster will turn on. This will
automatically return the vehicle to the previously set speed. For further information on using
voice commands with the navigation system, refer to the Navigation System supplement.
Articles stored in the convertible top stowage compartment may break the rear glass window
when the top is lowered. Lowering the convertible top The convertible top can be lowered with
the side windows down. Page 86 Driver Controls 4. Press the convertible top switch on the
overhead console and hold until the windows are completely down and the top is completely
stored. Installation of the boot if equipped Be sure the boot is secure on the vehicle before
driving. Page 87 Driver Controls 4. Tuck the boot corners behind the shoulder belts. Secure the
boot straps on the rear seat hooks behind the rear seat. Page 88 Driver Controls 3. Fold the
right side inward and secure the boot with the strap. Stow the boot in the trunk. To raise the
convertible top: 1. Page 89 Driver Controls The latch handles must be pulled downwards fully to
allow the latch to fully rotate into the closed position. Pull down firmly on the latch handles
before rotating them into the windshield header until they reach the full forward position. Press
the button to unlatch the trunk. Interior trunk control lockout convertible vehicles only This
feature helps prevent unauthorized access to the trunk when the convertible top is open, by
disabling the interior trunk control. The transmitter portion functions as the remote entry
transmitter. Your IKTs are programmed to your vehicle; Page 92 Locks and Security Press the
control to unlock all doors. Press the control to lock all doors. Page 94 Locks and Security 8.
Turn the ignition to the off position. The horn will chirp once to confirm the procedure is
complete. Page 95 Locks and Security 6. The horn will chirp once if autounlock was deactivated
or twice one short and one long chirp if autounlock was activated. On hot days, the temperature
in the trunk or vehicle interior can rise very quickly. Exposure of people or animals to these
high temperatures for even a short time can cause death or serious heat-related injuries,
including brain damage. The panic feature operates with the key in the off position. If there are
problems with the remote entry system, make sure to take ALL Integrated Keyhead Transmitters
with you to the authorized dealer in order to aid in troubleshooting the problem. Page 98 Locks
and Security If any of the doors, trunk or hood if equipped with active anti-theft system are not
properly closed the horn will make two quick chirps and the turn signal lamps will not flash. If
the vehicle is not equipped with the active anti-theft system, the horn will make two quick chirps
and the turn signal lamps will not flash if either door or the trunk are not closed. Replacing the
battery The Integrated Keyhead Transmitter uses one coin type three-volt lithium battery CR or
equivalent. Page Note: The SecuriLock passive anti-theft system is not compatible with
non-Ford aftermarket remote start systems. Use of these systems may result in vehicle starting
problems and a loss of security protection. Page Locks and Security still flashes rapidly or
glows steadily, the vehicle will not start, contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible for
service. Automatic arming The vehicle is armed immediately after switching the ignition to the
off position. The theft indicator will flash every two seconds to act as a theft deterrent when the
vehicle is armed. Note: A maximum of eight coded keys can be programmed to your vehicle;
only four of these eight can be IKTs with remote entry functionality. Page Locks and Security 9.
Remove the newly programmed coded key from the ignition. The theft indicator light will
illuminate for three seconds and then go out to indicate successful programming. Page Locks
and Security Do not arm the interior motion detection system if movement within the vehicle is
likely to occur. Additionally, do not arm the vehicle incline sensing system when the vehicle is
in transport. For proper operation of the interior motion detection system, ensure all windows
are closed prior to arming the system. Page Seating and Safety Restraints To adjust the head
restraint, do the following: 1. Raise the head restraint by pulling up on the head restraint. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints To remove the adjustable head restraint, do the following: 1. Pull
up the head restraint until it reaches the highest adjustment position. Page Seating and Safety
Restraints Four-way seat adjust driver side only Pump the handle upwards to raise the cushion
and pump downward to lower the cushion to the desired location. Page Seating and Safety

Restraints WARNING: Sitting improperly out of position or with the seat back reclined too far
can take off weight from the seat cushion and affect the decision of the passenger sensing
system, resulting in serious injury or death in a crash. Always sit upright against your seatback,
with your feet on the floor. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Move the switch in the direction
of the arrows to raise or lower the rear portion of the seat cushion. Press the switch in the
direction of the arrows to move the seat forward, backward, up or down. The heated seats will
only function when the engine is running. Page Safety Restraints Seating and Safety Restraints
To lower the seatback s from inside the vehicle, pull the strap to release seatback and then fold
seatback down. When raising the seatback s , make sure you hear the seat latch into place. Pull
down on the seatback to ensure that it has latched. WARNING: Before returning the seatback to
its original position, make sure that cargo or any objects are not trapped behind the seatback.
Page Seating and Safety Restraints Front passenger sensing system For airbags to do their job
they must inflate with great force, and this force can pose a potentially deadly risk to occupants
that are very close to the airbag when it begins to inflate. For some occupants, like infants in
rear-facing child seats, this occurs because they are initially sitting very close to the airbag.
This helps increase the effectiveness of the safety belts. The passenger cannot protect the child
from injury in a collision. Combination lap and shoulder belts The presenter arm available on
the coupe only is intended to improve access to the safety belt and to allow access to the rear
seat. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 2. To unfasten, press the release button and remove
the tongue from the buckle. The LATCH anchors were not designed to be used with a child seat
in the center position and there is no tether anchor available at the center. The front and rear
safety restraints in the vehicle are combination lap and shoulder belts. The front passenger and
rear seat safety belts have two types of locking modes described below: Vehicle sensitive mode
This is the normal retractor mode, which allows free shoulder belt length Page This indicates
the safety belt is now in the automatic locking mode. How to disengage the automatic locking
mode WARNING: Ford Motor Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies and
attaching hardware should be inspected by an authorized dealer after any collision. Safety belt
assemblies not in use during a collision should also be inspected and replaced if either damage
or improper operation is noted. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Safety belt pretensioner
Your vehicle is equipped with safety belt pretensioners at the driver and front outboard
passenger seating positions. WARNING: The driver and front passenger safety belt system
including retractors, buckles and height adjusters must be replaced if the vehicle is involved in
a collision that results in Page Seating and Safety Restraints If Page Seating and Safety
Restraints The following are reasons most often given for not wearing safety belts All statistics
based on U. Page Airbags Seating and Safety Restraints 2. Wait until the safety belt warning
light turns off Approximately one minute. For the seating position being disabled, buckle then
unbuckle the safety belt three times at a moderate speed, ending in the unbuckled state.
WARNING: Modifying or adding equipment to the front end of the vehicle including frame,
bumper, front end body structure and tow hooks may affect the performance of the airbag
system, increasing the risk of injury. Page Seating and Safety Restraints How does the airbag
supplemental restraint system work? The airbag SRS is designed to activate when the vehicle
sustains a longitudinal deceleration sufficient to cause the airbag sensors to close an electrical
circuit that initiates airbag inflation. The fact that the airbags did not inflate in a collision does
not mean that something is wrong with the system. Refer to Front passenger sensing system
later in this chapter. Page Seating and Safety Restraints passenger seat, the passenger airbag
will be disabled. Even though the passenger airbag is disabled, the pass airbag off lamp may or
may not be illuminated according to the table below. The use of accessory seat covers may
prevent the deployment of the side airbags and increase the risk of injury in an accident. The
side airbag could injure you as it deploys from the side of the seatback. Page Seating and
Safety Restraints Side airbags, in combination with safety belts, can help reduce the risk of
severe injuries in the event of a significant side impact collision. The side airbags are fitted on
the outboard side of the seatbacks of the front seats. Page Seating and Safety Restraints
Determining if the system is operational The SRS uses a readiness light in the instrument
cluster or a tone to indicate the condition of the system. Refer to Airbag readiness section in the
Instrument Cluster chapter. Routine maintenance of the airbag is not required. Page Child
Restraints Recommendations for Safety Restraints are based on probable child height, age and
weight thresholds from NHTSA and other safety organizations or are the minimum requirements
of law. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Recommendations for Safety Restraints for Children
Recommended Child size, height, weight, or age restraint type Infants or Children weighing 40
lb 18 kg or Use a child safety toddlers less generally age four or younger seat sometimes called
an infant carrier, convertible seat, or toddler seat. Page Seating and Safety Restraints training to
ensure that all children ages 0 to 16 are properly restrained in the correct restraint system. Page

Seating and Safety Restraints Airbags can kill or injure a child in a child seat. NEVER place a
rear-facing child seat in front of an active airbag. If you must use a forward-facing child seat in
the front seat, move the vehicle seat all the way back. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 1.
Position the child safety seat in a seat with a combination lap and shoulder belt. Pull down on
the shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together. While holding the
shoulder and lap belt portions together, route the tongue through the child seat according to
the child seat Page Seating and Safety Restraints 4. Insert the belt tongue into the proper buckle
the buckle closest to the direction the tongue is coming from for that seating position until you
hear a snap and feel the latch engage. Make sure the tongue is latched securely by pulling on it.
Page Ford Motor Company recommends the use of a child safety seat having a top tether strap.
See Attaching child safety seats with tether straps and Recommendations for attaching safety
restraints for children in this chapter for more information. The LATCH anchors are located at
the rear section of the rear seat between the cushion and seat back, below the locator symbols
on the seat back. Page Seating and Safety Restraints Each time you use the safety seat, check
that the seat is properly attached to the lower anchors and tether anchor, if applicable. Tug the
child seat from side to side and forward and back where it is secured to the vehicle. Page
Seating and Safety Restraints The tether strap anchors in your vehicle are in the following
positions shown from top view : Attach the tether strap only to the appropriate tether anchor as
shown. The tether strap may not work properly if attached somewhere other than the correct
tether anchor. Page Seating and Safety Restraints 3. Open the tether anchor cover. Clip the
tether strap to the anchor as shown. If the tether strap is clipped incorrectly, the child safety
seat may not be retained properly in the event of a collision. Route the child safety seat tether
strap over the back of the seat. For vehicles with adjustable head restraints, route the tether
strap under the head restraint and between the head restraint posts, otherwise route the tether
strap over the top of the seatback. Page If the safety seat is not anchored properly, the risk of a
child being injured in a collision greatly increases. If your child restraint system is equipped
with a tether strap, and the child restraint manufacturer recommends its use, Ford also
recommends its use. Children and booster seats vary in size and shape. Choose a booster that
keeps the lap belt low and snug across the hips, never up across the stomach, and lets you
adjust the shoulder belt to cross the chest and rest snugly near the center of the shoulder. Ford
Motor Company recommends that all safety belt assemblies in use in vehicles involved in a
collision be replaced. Page Seating and Safety Restraints For proper care of soiled safety belts,
refer to Interior in the Cleaning chapter. WARNING: Failure to inspect and if necessary replace
the safety belt assembly or child restraint system under the above conditions could result in
severe personal injuries in the event of a collision. Department of Transportation-Tire quality
grades: The U. Department of Transportation requires Ford Motor Company to give you the
following information about tire grades exactly as the government has written it. Page Tires,
Wheels and Loading WARNING: The traction grade assigned to this tire is based on
straight-ahead braking traction tests, and does not include acceleration, cornering,
hydroplaning or peak traction characteristics. You are strongly urged to buy a reliable tire
pressure gauge, as automatic service station gauges may be inaccurate. Ford recommends the
use of a digital or dial-type tire pressure gauge rather than a stick-type tire pressure gauge.
Page Always inflate your tires to the Ford recommended inflation pressure even if it is less than
the maximum inflation pressure information found on the tire. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading
Note: If you have to drive a distance to get air for your tire s , check and record the tire pressure
first and add the appropriate air pressure when you get to the pump. It is normal for tires to heat
up and the air pressure inside to go up as you drive. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Improper
or inadequate vehicle maintenance can cause tires to wear abnormally. Page such as P-metric
versus LT-metric or all-season versus all-terrain as those originally provided by Ford. Page The
tire pressure sensors mounted in the wheels originally installed on your vehicle are not
designed to be used in aftermarket wheels. Note: If your tires show uneven wear ask an
authorized dealer to check for and correct any wheel misalignment, tire imbalance or
mechanical problem involved before tire rotation. The definitions of these items are listed
below. Note that the tire size, load index and speed rating for your vehicle may be different from
this example. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading Note: You may not find this information on all
tires because it is not required by federal law. Maximum Load: Indicates the maximum load in
kilograms and pounds that can be carried by the tire. Note: Tire Quality Grades do not apply to
this type of tire. Note: The temporary tire size for your vehicle may be different from this
example. If your vehicle has tires of a different size than the size indicated on the vehicle
placard or tire inflation pressure label, you should determine the proper tire inflation pressure
for those tires. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading following two conditions: 1 This device may not
cause harmful interference, and 2 This device must accept any interference received, including

interference that may cause undesired operation. When you believe your system is not
operating properly The main function of the Tire Pressure Monitoring System is to warn you
when your tires need air. Repair the damaged road wheel and re-mount it on the vehicle to
restore system functionality. Use of any tire or wheel not recommended by Ford can affect the
safety and performance of your vehicle, which could result in an increased risk of loss of
vehicle control, vehicle rollover, personal injury and death. Page Tires, Wheels and Loading
Payload â€” is the combined weight of cargo and passengers that the vehicle is carrying. When
towing, trailer tongue load weight is also part of cargo weight. The total load on each axle must
never exceed its GAWR. GCWR Gross Combined Weight Rating â€” is the maximum allowable
weight of the vehicle and the loaded trailer â€” including all cargo and passengers â€” Page
Tires, Wheels and Loading Steps for determining the correct load limit: 1. Determine the
combined weight of the driver and passengers that will be riding in your vehicle. You will need
to reduce the load weight by at least lb. If you remove lb. If you use a rental trailer, follow the
instructions that the rental agency gives to you. Page Recreational Towing Tires, Wheels and
Loading eliminate excessive downshifting and upshifting for optimum fuel economy and
transmission cooling. Servicing after towing If you tow a trailer for long distances, your vehicle
will require more frequent service intervals. Refer to your scheduled maintenance information
for more information. Off â€” locks the automatic transmission gearshift lever and allows key
removal. Note: The ignition key cannot be removed from the ignition unless the gearshift lever
is securely latched in P Park. Accessory â€” allows the electrical accessories such as the radio
to operate while the engine is not running. Exhaust fumes can be toxic. Always open the garage
door before you start the engine. See Guarding against exhaust fumes in this chapter for more
instructions. Turn the key to 3 on without turning the key to 4 start. Page Driving Starting the
engine 1. If there is difficulty in turning the key, rotate the steering wheel until the key turns
freely. Turn the key to 4 start , then release the key as soon as the engine starts. WARNING: To
reduce the risk of electrical shock, do not use your heater with ungrounded electrical systems
or two-pronged cheater adapters. How to use the engine block heater Ensure the receptacle
terminals are clean and dry prior to use. To clean them, use a dry cloth. If the light does not
illuminate during start up, remains on or flashes, the ABS may be disabled and may need to be
serviced. Even when the ABS is disabled, normal braking is still effective. WARNING: If the
parking brake is fully released, but the brake warning lamp remains illuminated, the brakes may
not be working properly. Page Driving or avoiding objects in the roadway. ESC operates by
applying brakes to one or more of the wheels individually and, if necessary, reducing engine
power if the system detects that the vehicle is about to skid or slide laterally. Page Driving Sport
mode is not intended for use on public roadways as this mode provides less AdvanceTrac
system intervention than when the default ESC and Traction Control systems are on. Sport
mode will allow more spirited driving while the AdvanceTrac system is still enabled. If you
cannot move the gearshift lever out of P Park with ignition in the on position and the brake
pedal pressed: 1. Contact your authorized dealer as soon as possible to have the system
serviced immediately. Always come to a complete stop before shifting into and out of R
Reverse. N Neutral With the gearshift lever in N Neutral , the vehicle can be started and is free to
roll. Page Driving 3 Third This position allows for third gear only. To start the vehicle: 1. Make
sure the parking brake is fully set. This will damage the clutch. It adds assistance to the driver
while reversing or reverse parking the vehicle. Page Driving The camera lens for the camera is
located on the trunk. Keep the lens clean so that the video image remains clear and undistorted.
Clean the lens with a soft, lint-free cloth and non-abrasive cleaner. Note: If the camera system
image is not clear or seems distorted, it may be covered with water droplets, snow, mud or any
other substance. Never drive through water that is higher than the bottom of the wheel rims for
cars or the bottom of the hubs for trucks. This program is separate from the New Vehicle
Limited Warranty. Page Hazard Flasher Control Assistance, call Canadian customers who
require roadside assistance, call If you need to arrange roadside assistance for yourself, Ford
Motor Company will reimburse a reasonable amount for towing to the nearest dealership within
35 miles 56 km. To obtain reimbursement information, U. After an accident, if the engine cranks
but does not start, this switch may have been activated. Page Roadside Emergencies If the
battery has been disconnected and reconnected, refer to the Battery section of the Maintenance
and Specifications chapter. The high-current fuses are coded as follows. Page Changing Tires
Ford. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel is damaged, it should be replaced rather than repaired.
Pull far enough off the road to avoid the danger of being hit when operating the jack or
changing the wheel. Page Roadside Emergencies 3. Remove the center ornament if equipped
from the wheel. Loosen each wheel lug nut one-half turn counterclockwise but do not remove
them until the wheel is raised off the ground. Put the jack in the jack notch next to the tire you
are changing. Note: The temporary mobility kit sealant compound in the canister is to be used

for one tire only. See your Ford authorized dealer for additional replacement sealant canisters.
Drive only to the closest Ford Motor Company authorized dealer or tire repair shop to have your
tire inspected. Page Always store the kit in its original location. Do not use the transparent hose
which is designed for sealant application only. Page Roadside Emergencies 4. Plug the power
cable into the 12V power point in the vehicle. Remove the warning sticker found on the canister
and place it on the top of the instrument panel or the center of the dash. Page Roadside
Emergencies tire pressure has to be checked with the compressor in the OFF position to get the
correct tire pressure reading. Page After using the temporary mobility kit to seal your tire, you
will need to replace the sealant canister and clear tube hose. Sealing compound and spare parts
can be obtained and replaced at an authorized Ford Motor Company dealership or tire dealer.
Empty sealant bottles may be disposed of at home; Unwrap the clear tube from the compressor
housing. Locate the yellow cap at the end of the clear tube. Using the yellow cap tool, press the
tab located on the temporary mobility kit compressor housing while pulling up on the sealant
Align the sealant canister with the temporary mobility kit housing. Once aligned, seat the
sealant canister by lightly pushing down until you hear an audible click. Wrap the clear tube
around the compressor housing. Page Wheel Lug Nut Torque Roadside Emergencies Note: If
you experience any difficulties with the removal or installation of the sealant canister, consult
your Ford Motor Company authorized dealer for assistance. If there is visible corrosion in wheel
pilot hole, remove loose particles by wiping with clean rag and apply grease. Page Roadside
Emergencies Preparing your vehicle When the battery is disconnected or a new battery is
installed, the automatic transmission must relearn its shift strategy. This operation is
considered normal and will not affect function or durability of the transmission. Page Roadside
Emergencies 2. Connect the negative - cable to the negative - terminal of the assisting battery.
Note: Do not attach the negative - cable to fuel lines, engine rocker covers, the intake manifold
or electrical components as grounding points. Page Roadside Emergencies Removing the
jumper cables Remove the jumper cables in the reverse order that they were connected.
Remove the jumper cable from the ground metal surface. Note: In the illustrations, lightning
bolts are used to designate the assisting boosting battery. After the disabled vehicle has been
started and the jumper cables removed, allow it to idle for several minutes so the engine
computer can relearn its idle conditions. Page Wrecker Towing It is recommended that your
vehicle be towed with a wheel lift and dollies or flatbed equipment. Do not tow with a slingbelt.
Ford Motor Company has not approved a slingbelt towing procedure. If your vehicle is to be
towed from the front using wheel lift equipment, it is recommended that the rear wheels drive
wheels be placed on a dolly to prevent damage to the transmission. Page If the vehicle is towed
by other means or incorrectly, vehicle damage may occur. Ford Motor Company produces a
towing manual for all authorized tow truck operators. Have your tow truck operator refer to this
manual for proper hook-up and towing procedures for your vehicle. Page Customer Assistance
A reasonable time must be allowed to perform a repair after taking your vehicle to the
authorized dealer. Repairs will be made using Ford or Motorcraft parts, or remanufactured or
other parts that are authorized by Ford. Ford is also allowed a final repair attempt in some
states. Page If you are in another foreign country, contact the nearest authorized dealer. If the
authorized dealer employees cannot help you, they can direct you to the nearest Ford affiliate
office. If you buy your vehicle in North America and then relocate outside of the U. Page
Reporting Safety Defects U. The high-pressure fluid could penetrate the sealed parts and cause
damage. Page Cleaning 4. These products are available from your authorized dealer. This
washer fluid contains special solution in addition to alcohol which helps to remove the hot wax
deposited on the wiper blade and windshield from automated car wash facilities. WARNING: Do
not use chemical solvents or strong detergents when cleaning the steering wheel or instrument
panel to avoid contamination of the airbag system. These quality products have been
specifically engineered to fulfill your automotive needs; they are custom designed to
complement the style and appearance of your vehicle. If your vehicle requires professional
service, your authorized dealer can provide the necessary parts and service. Set the parking
brake and shift to P Park. Block the wheels. Set the parking brake, press and hold the clutch
pedal, place the gearshift in N Neutral , and release the clutch pedal. Battery 2. Engine oil filler
cap 3. Engine oil dipstick 4. Brake fluid reservoir 5. Air filter assembly 6. Power steering fluid
reservoir 7. Engine coolant reservoir 8. Page Maintenance and Specifications 4. Windshield
washer fluid reservoir 9. Page In very cold weather, do not fill the reservoir completely. Do not
use any special washer fluid such as windshield water repellent type fluid or bug wash. They
may cause squeaking, chatter noise, streaking and smearing. Pull the wiper blade and arm away
from the glass. Squeeze the locking tabs to release the blade from the arm and pull the blade
away from the arm to remove it. Page Maintenance and Specifications 5. Locate and carefully
remove the engine oil level dipstick. Wipe the dipstick clean. Insert the dipstick fully, then

remove it again. Some oil must be removed from the engine by an authorized dealer. Refer to
Maintenance product specifications and capacities later in this section for more information.
Page Change your engine oil according to the appropriate schedule listed in the scheduled
maintenance information. Ford production and Motorcraft replacement oil filters are designed
for added engine protection and long life. If a replacement oil filter is used that does not meet
Ford material and design specifications, start-up engine noises or knock may be experienced.
Page Battery Change your engine oil according to the appropriate schedule listed in the
scheduled maintenance information. Lift the battery with a battery carrier or with your hands on
opposite corners. Page Engine Coolant Maintenance and Specifications transmission may shift
firmly. Over time the adaptive learning process will fully update transmission operation to its
optimum shift feel. If the battery has been disconnected or a new battery has been installed, the
clock and the preset radio stations must be reset once the battery is reconnected. Page
Maintenance and Specifications When the engine is cold, check the level of the engine coolant
in the reservoir. If sprayed on the windshield, engine coolant could make it difficult to see
through the windshield. Add the coolant type originally equipped in your vehicle. Page Recycled
engine coolant Ford Motor Company does NOT recommend the use of recycled engine coolant
since a Ford-approved recycling process is not yet available. Used engine coolant should be
disposed of in an appropriate manner. If the engine reaches a preset over-temperature
condition, the engine will automatically switch to alternating cylinder operation. Refer to
scheduled maintenance information for the appropriate intervals for changing the fuel filter.
Replace the fuel filter with an authorized Motorcraft part. The customer warranty may be void for
any damage to the fuel system if an authorized Motorcraft fuel filter is not used. Fuel such as
gasoline is highly toxic and if swallowed can cause death or permanent injury. If fuel is
swallowed, call a physician immediately, even if no symptoms are immediately apparent. Page
Maintenance and Specifications Note: A fuel spillage concern may occur if overfilling the fuel
tank. Do not overfill the tank to the point that the fuel is able to bypass the fuel filler nozzle. The
overfilled fuel may run down the drain located within the fuel filler housing and to the ground.
Page Maintenance and Specifications Your vehicle was not designed to use fuel or fuel
additives with metallic compounds, including manganese-based additives. Note: Use of any fuel
other than those recommended may cause powertrain damage, a loss of vehicle performance,
and repairs may not be covered under warranty. Running out of fuel Avoid running out of fuel
because this situation may have an adverse effect on powertrain components. Page
Maintenance and Specifications 1. Locate the white plastic funnel. It is included with the tire
changing tools. For vehicles equipped with the temporary mobility kit, the funnel is located in
the spare tire well in the trunk. Page Maintenance and Specifications vehicle after the fuel gauge
indicates empty, you might not be able to refuel the full amount of the advertised capacity of the
fuel tank due to the empty reserve still present in the tank. Page If other than Ford, Motorcraft or
Ford-authorized parts are used for maintenance replacements or for service of components
affecting emission control, such non-Ford parts should be equivalent to genuine Ford Motor
Company parts in performance and durability. The emission system heats up the engine
compartment and exhaust system, which can start a fire. Illumination of the service engine soon
indicator, charging system warning light or the temperature warning light, fluid leaks, strange
odors, smoke or loss of engine power could indicate that the emission control Page
Maintenance and Specifications 3. The fuel fill inlet may not have been properly closed. Driving
through deep waterâ€”the electrical system may be wet. These temporary malfunctions can be
corrected by filling the fuel tank with good quality fuel, properly closing the fuel fill inlet or
letting the electrical system dry out. A complete check may take several days. The fluid level will
drop slowly as the brakes wear, and will rise when the brake components are replaced. Page
Maintenance and Specifications Checking and adding manual transmission fluid if equipped 1.
Clean the filler plug. Remove the filler plug and inspect the fluid level. Note: There are two
different manual transmissions used in this vehicle and they have different fluid levels. For
vehicles equipped with a V6 engine, the correct manual transmission fill level is at the lower
edge of the filler hole. Page Air Filter S 4. Add enough fluid through the filler opening to bring
the fluid up to the recommended levels. Install and tighten the fill plug securely. Use only fluid
that meets Ford specifications. Refer to Maintenance product specifications and capacities in
this chapter. Page Maintenance and Specifications Changing the air filter element 1. Release the
clamps that secure the air filter housing cover. Remove the air filter element from the
lincoln town car water pump
ford ranger evaporative emission control system
radio wiring diagram for a 1999 dodge ram 1500
air filter housing. Wipe the air filter housing and cover clean to remove any dirt or debris and

to ensure good sealing. Page Part Numbers Replace the spark plugs with ones that meet Ford
material and design specifications for your vehicle, such as Motorcraft or equivalent
replacement parts. The customer warranty may be void for any damage to the engine if such
spark plugs are not used. World manufacturer identifier 2. Make, vehicle line, series, body type
4. Engine type 5. These quality accessories have been specifically engineered to fulfill your
automotive needs; they are custom designed to complement the style and aerodynamic
appearance of your vehicle. With Ford ESP, you minimize your risk for unexpected repair bills
and rising repair costs. Page Index cleaning Page Index cluster Page Index Power distribution
box see extension assembly Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
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